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= 
 
Regardless of whether or not we talk about sonnets or rap, all poetry has something in common: it 
thrives on patterning. This patterning can be in the service of rhythm and song, of emotion and 
intellect, of personal story or political philosophy. Examples of patterns include the set number of 
lines, the meter, and the rhyme scheme of a sonnet (a three-pattern system); the compositional 
process of a “walk poem”; Flarf (creating a poem from Internet searches); the cadence of a 
performance poem; the intentional and artistic use of sentence structures. 
 
During this course we will engage poetry by paying attention to patterns. Our attention will take the 
form of learning the history and “rules” of traditional and non-traditional form-patterns, reading 
poems written from a variety of cultures and times, and, also, trying our hand at writing poems 
ourselves.  
 
Course goals include: Knowledge of formal terms for various patterns; ability to use these terms 
when working with poetry; exposure to diverse poetry; development of analytical and creative 
reading skills; expanded ability to have a conversation (about poetry but, well, this crosses over to 
other areas)—and the ability to apply ideas of form/pattern to one’s own creative and critical work.  
 
Prerequisites: An interest in, or curiosity about poetry is required. Prior poetry-based literature and 
writing courses are NOT required. This course satisfies the CC requirement for Literary Expression, 
Diversity Intensive, and one of the creative writing major’s Forms Requirements.  
 
Required Reading: 
Eliot Weinberger: 19 Ways of Looking at Wang Wei 
Lorine Niedecker: Lake Superior 
Solmaz Sharif: Look: Poems 
Dickinson, Emily: Envelope Poems 
Padgett, Ron: The Teachers and Writers Handbook of Poetics Forms 
 
PDFs on Blackboard: These materials must be printed and brought to class. 
 
Assignments:  
Blackboard Response 25%: We will consider Blackboard to be a space to record the results of 
experiments that you do with the poems assigned for each class. From the assigned reading for each 
class you will select a poem to respond to on Blackboard. This means that each week you will have 
three Blackboard responses. Your response is due before class. In your response you will address 
four prompts: 

1) What appealed to you about this poem and why did you decide to spend time with it? (2-3 
sentences pushing beyond “it caught my attention”: why did it catch your attention; or “I 
hated it when I read it” why did you hate it and why did you decide to spend time with 
something you hate?) 



2) List all of the patterns you see in the poem (rhyme, meter, number of lines per stanza, 
imagery type, use of pronouns, visual aspect on the page, etc) 

3) To the poem apply the weekly experimental reading technique (discussed in class on the 
Friday prior to this week). Describe the experience. (2-3 sentences: was it fun? tedious? did 
you feel crazy doing it? was it like making art? like writing a lit paper? would you do it again? 
did the poem seem to like it? did the poem cry? laugh?) 

4) What have you learned about the poem, about poetry, about meaning, and/or about yourself 
from experimenting with the poem through the reading technique? Meditate on this for 2-3 
sentences.  

** For “Workshop” days, instead of doing the above, post the poem you bring in for workshop” 
 
Presentation 5%: During the course of the semester you will present an elaborated version of one 
of your Blackboard responses to the class. The goal of the presentation is to get us to creatively and 
critically engage with the poem you have selected to work with. A handout will be given with 
presentation guidelines.  
 
Workshop: During the course of the semester you will write poems in some of the forms that we 
study. These poems will be work-shopped in small groups so that you can talk about your process 
and receive peer feedback.  
 
Midterm 30%: Your midterm will be an in-class assignment. You will be given several poems to 
choose from and will be asked to select one or two poems to work with, identifying the poetic form 
as well as to respond to a series of questions about the poem and its pattern. 
 
Final 30%: Your final will be a take-home assignment asking you to compare and contrast two 
different poetic forms. This assignment will involve building on your Blackboard, Presentation, and 
Workshop assignments as you use a creative reading strategy of your choice and write a poem in each 
form (graded for effort, not ability).  
 
Participation: 10% 
1. Presence. If you must be absent, please let me know and plan to get a sense of what you have 
missed from a class-member so that you can be prepared for the next class that you attend. Come by 
office hours or schedule an appointment with me if you feel lost or behind or want to talk about your 
absence. You can have up to 2 absences without changing your grade, provided that you stay up to 
date with your assignments.  
 
2. Focus. Come to class prepared to develop an engaging discussion and to try out writing 
assignments and share work. This is not a class where it is ok to make 1 or 2 bright remarks and then 
daydream while others discuss. Instead, you should plan on tuning in and contributing. We will have 
large group discussions, small group discussions, in class writing assignments and other activities. 
Your participation grade depends on your engagement of all of these activities. 

 
A Note: if you cannot leave your phone (on silent—not vibrate) in your backpack, your 
computer offline, and your other course homework at home—please do not bring them to 
class.  

3. Bring your materials: Please bring hard copies of all assigned reading and homework to class. After 
1 instance of not having reading material with you in class failure to bring the materials will begin to count as absences.  
 
To keep your expenses down you might want to share textbooks with a classmate. This is fine as 
long as you make sure you have the materials to look at in class. 



Course Schedule: The symbol “(P)” means that you should read the entry in the Padgett book. The 
other readings are on Blackboard in folders by date. 
 
M 1/23: Introduction to the course 
W 1/25: Line (P) Wang Wei 1-41 
F 1/27: Stanza (P) Wang Wei 42-End 
 
M 1/30: Traditional Forms: Foot (P) Blank Verse (P) + Blackboard folder for this date 
W 2/1: Alliteration (P) Syllabics (P) + BB folder for this date 
F 2/3: Apostrophe (P) Sestina (P) + BB folder for this date 
 
M 2/6: Assonance (P) Pantoum (P) + BB folder for this date 
T 2/7: (attend Natalie Diaz 4:15 Q and A OR 7:30 PM Reading) replaces class on Wednesday 
2/8)  
2/8: Do not meet in class. Post to Blackboard 1 poem inspired by Diaz or 2-3 pages responding to 
the reading/ Q and A.  
F 2/10: Workshop: Write a poem using a form we have studied up to this point. Bring in 4 copies for 
your group. Your Blackboard response for today will be this poem, posted on BB. 
 
M 2/13: Rhyme (P) Villanelle (P) + BB folder for this date 
W 2/15: Haiku (P) Renga (P) Senryu (P) + BB folder for this date 
F 2/17: Litany (P) + BB folder for this date 
 
M 2/20: Sonnet (P) + BB folder 
W 2/22: Sonnet: BB folder 
F 2/24: Rhythm (P) Sonnet: BB folder 
 
M 2/27: Workshop: Write a poem using a form we have studied between now and the last 
workshop. Bring in 4 copies for your group. Your Blackboard response for today will be this poem, 
posted on BB. 
W 3/1: Acrostic (P) + BB folder  
F 3/3: Alternative Organizations: Alphabet Poem (P) + Alliteration (P) + Word Play (P) + BB folder 
 
M 3/6: Prose Poem (P) + BB folder 
W 3/8: Midterm Review 
F 3/10: MIDTERM 
 
SPRING BREAK 
 
M 3/20: Performance Forms: Skeltonic Verse (P) + Rap (P) + BB folder  
W 3/22: Performance Poem (P) + BB folder  
F 3/24: Visual Poetry: Calligram (P) + Concrete Poetry (P) + BB folder 
 
M 3/27: Visual Poetry: BB folder  
W 3/29: Collaboration (P) BB Folder Landays and Tankas 
F 3/31: Workshop: Write a poem using a form we have studied between now and the last workshop. 
Bring in 4 copies for your group. Your Blackboard response for today will be this poem, posted on 
BB. 
 
M 4/3: Poems and Protest: BB Folder 
W 4/5: Poetic Image and Free Verse: Metaphor (P) + BB Folder 
F 4/7: Line (P) + Poems from BB Folder 4/5 



 
M 4/10: Lake Superior (1-27) 
W 4/12: Lake Superior (28-58) 
F 4/14: Lake Superior (59-end) 
 
M 4/17: Workshop: Write a poem using a form we have studied between now and the last 
workshop. Bring in 4 copies for your group. Your Blackboard response for today will be this poem, 
posted on BB. 
W 4/19: Forms of Document: Muriel Rukeyser The Book of the Dead (in BB Folder) 
F 4/21: Rukeyser (BB Folder) 
 
M 4/24: Forms of Document: Look (1-27) 
W 4/26: Look (28-51) 
F 4/28: Look  (55-end) 
 
M 5/1: Look  
W 5/3: Workshop: Write a poem using a form we have studied between now and the last workshop. 
Bring in 4 copies for your group. Your Blackboard response for today will be this poem, posted on 
BB. 
F 5/5: Project Sharing  
 
FINAL DUE: Wednesday May 10th by 5 PM 
 
University Learning Goals: 
Literary Expression 
1. Discuss the concepts of literary text, canon(s), and the relationship between them. (For example, 
we will be reading poems considered famous, infamous, and insignificant. What does form have to 
do with this? Just because a poem is a sonnet, is it part of a greater literary tradition than a slam 
poem?) 
2. Discuss the impact of socio-historical context including diversity factors such as gender, ethnicity, 
sexual orientation, race, age, ability, etc., on the creation and reception of literary text. (Does it mean 
something different for me to write a sonnet in the 21st century than it did for Shakespeare?) 
3. Engage in formal analysis and demonstrate at least entry-level competence in using various critical 
lenses in developing an interpretation of a literary text and articulating it orally and in writing. (We 
will one-up this by not only analyzing poetry formally, but by writing our own!) 
4. Discuss aesthetic traditions and assumptions and representative creative processes associated with 
literary texts. (What form of poetry are you most drawn to? What does your reading history and 
context have to do with this attraction? 
 
Diversity Intensive Learning Goals: 
1. Integrating methods of diversity analysis while addressing specific content. (Are speakers of poems 
different from the poets? How does the language in which the poem was composed matter?) 
2. Recognizing and understanding the diversities of human experience in relation to the course 
content. (We will study the similarities and differences of poetry written from dozens of cultures 
across the centuries.) 
 
POLICIES 
Students with disabilities should contact me as soon as possible so that I can help to make the 
classroom more accessible to you.  
 



If you are contending with a serious issue this semester (illness-yours or family’s, adjustment issues, 
etc) please come see me to chat so that I can help you strategize so that the issue does not affect your 
grade and your development as a writer in my class.  
 
The Department of English and Creative Writing reports every violation of academic honesty 
(plagiarism or cheating on an exam) to the dean of student life. No student who has violated 
academic honesty is eligible for academic honors in the Department. In addition, students in my 
courses who plagiarize or cheat in any way will suffer consequences, up to and including failing the 
class. As artwork can often be in response to other artwork this line can feel particularly blurry for 
poets. Bring the topic up at any time and we can talk about creative ways to cite your sources.  
 
Communications: Please feel free to stop by office hours and/or to make an appointment to meet 
with me outside of class. Email is the best way to be in touch. 


